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Abstract. The following problem is investigated: given a distributed
system description, and a collection of finite traces (logs), one for each
component of a system, verify whether the collection satisfies a given
temporal property. In the investigated variation of the problem, trace
events (log messages) are assumed to be marked with real-valued timestamps, and to carry data from limited finite domains related to system
component identifiers, which is not uncommon for logs generated by real
applications. Surprisingly, though for each certain detail of the problem
specifics (such as data parametrization, real time, past tense, and so on)
there exist logical verification methods, nevertheless we could not find
any temporal logic formalism well-suited for all these details at once.
The main results of the paper are: syntax and semantics of a logic suited
for the considered problem (which we call a real-time predicative indexed
linear temporal logic of past and bounded past), a formal statement of
a verification problem for this logic, and a decision procedure for this
formally stated verification problem.
Keywords: runtime verification, linear temporal logic, logic of past,
real-time logic, indexed logic
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Introduction

Imagine yourself a network administrator maintaining a reliable computer network which you cannot fully observe, e.g. a large local area network, or a campus
area network. Once configured and launched, the network meets a large scope
of errors and faults, even if all network devices are properly tested. These might
be, for example, configurational errors (e.g. some rarely used connection was not
reconfigured during major updates), hardware faults (e.g. someone physically
disabled crucial devices or links), or quality of service issues (e.g. some network
node cannot manage current amount of traffic). To handle such anomalities, you
have a large scope of mathematical methods and tools (see, for example, a little part of these in [1, 2]). In any case, to apply these means, you should put
some effort to configure network devices to send you data required for network
behavior analysis.
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Consider a network device configured in such a way that its applications
(e.g. well-known implementations of standard communication protocols) send
some minimal amount of time-stamped log messages to a certain server. One
of the ways to check if the network is working properly is to manually look
through all the messages from all the devices and try to find any anomalities. In
general, such manual expertise is time-consuming and does not guarantee that
all anomalities were found. We try to provide formal means for automatization
of such an expertise.
For clarity and simplicity we may focus on simple toy logs which can be
considered as generated by an implementation of a well-known routing protocol
OSPF1 . Note that there exist results on verification of some aspects of OSPF
protocol (such as [3–5]), but not the aspect we focus on. A brief description of
the considered version of the protocol with lots of unnecessary technical details
omitted is as follows. The network consists of routers linked to each other in
some way. The network is divided into areas — groups of routers. Some of the
routers may belong to several areas at once. Routers which do not belong to some
common area are not linked and cannot communicate at all. OSPF protocol runs
on each router, and its goal is to deliver information about the network topology
to all routers. Each router
– sends special messages (HELLO) over its OSPF-related network interfaces
to discover its neighbours (linked routers) in each area;
– if HELLO is received, responds and establishes a two-way OSPF communication channel; if the channel is established, then the routers are considered
linked (adjacent neighbours) in a given area;
– along with discovery of area neighbours, elects two special routers: designated
router, and backup designated router;
– exchanges known information about the whole network topology with the
designated router;
– under special conditions may rediscover neighbours, reelect designated routers,
switch designated and backup designated routers for balancing purposes, and
reexchange information about topology with the designated router.
Considered log messages (sent by every router to a selected server) do not
contain any information on the network topology, as the size of information
on the whole network topology is huge, so it is inexpedient to send it from
network nodes for the sake of logging only. This means that log messages should
contain only information about simple events correlated to a high-level protocol
description, such as: HELLO is sent, a neighbour became adjacent, designated
router elected, and so on. The problem we investigate is: in particular, how to
formally verify whether given OSPF logs collected from several devices contains
any “abnormalities”; in general, what can be the most suited formal means for
such log-based verification of distributed communication systems.
The most straightforward way to capture causality between network events
represented by timestamped messages is to use any of temporal logic formalisms
1
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and “classical” model checking methods [6, 7]. The usual way to apply these
formalisms is to check whether a finite system (a finite collection of states, and a
transition relation which produces an infinite number of infinite state sequences
— traces) satisfies a specification (a formula of any suited, usually temporal,
logic). However, the considered log verification problem has several discrepancies
with a straightforward classical model checking approach:
1. no state-space description is given, only one finite execution trace is to be
verified;
2. model-checking logic is usually (though not always) well-suited to capture
future time, or no time at all, while in case of one finite trace what we often
need is to consult past log events with respect to a current analyzed time;
3. log messages are parametrized by data; in our example — such as area
identifiers and/or IP addresses (e.g. an event “router i elected router j to be
designated in subnet S” is naturally parameterized by i, j, and S);
4. log messages are marked with real-valued timestamps.
Trying to handle the first discrepancy, we immediately obtain a modelchecking scope often called “runtime model checking” which is (briefly) an extraction of a system real execution trace in runtime and checking properties of
this trace (as fast as possible, ideally — in runtime). Runtime model checking of
networks is usually intended to check properties of each particular “snapshot”
of a network model in which no explicit time dependencies are captured (such
as mentioned in [2, 8, 9] for a specific kind of networks). However, if not to limit
ourselves with network-related formalisms, there exists an advanced generalpurpose formalism [10, 11] which includes as a special case a single-trace verification based on linear temporal logic of past and bounded past (modalities to
look through a certain number of time units to the past from now). This handles
the first two discrepancies, but leave the other ones open: data parametrization
provided by [10, 11] is rather unclear, seems to be limited, does not have means
for uniform specification independent of a certain network structure, and due
to software-monitoring intention of a proposed formalism is strongly connected
to Java built-in data types and does not capture real-valued timestamps in a
natural way.
The third discrepancy (but not the other ones) can be handled almost perfectly by indexed linear temporal logic (ILTL) [12], which extends classical linear temporal logic with quantifiers over special index variables which denote
system subcomponent identifiers. ILTL is used in a certain model-checking area
— model checking of parameterized systems — which investigates the following
problem: given a specification, and a description which contains a number of
parameters and denotes an infinite family of systems (each system defined by
certain parameter values), check whether the specification holds for every system
in the family (i.e. for every parameterized system instance). Surprisingly, while
for non-indexed future-time logics and related verification problems (to check a
temporal formula against infinite traces of a system state space) there exist runtime analogues (to check a temporal formula against a single finite trace only),
for ILTL model checking problem (to check an indexed temporal formula against
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a family of system instances) we could not find any runtime analogue (to check
an indexed formula against certain parameter values of a system instance, and a
finite execution trace), even more so, a real-timed analogue. Though there exist
real-time temporal logics of future, in some cases extended by limited versions
of past, such as mentioned in [13–15] (which handle the last discrepancy, and
partially the second one), we could not find any logic containing other discussed
desired features at the same time.
What we propose in this paper is
– (Section 2) syntax and semantics of (what we call) a real-time predicative
indexed linear temporal logic of past and bounded past which covers all
discrepancies mentioned above at once and thus seems to be suitable for
a proposed runtime log verification problem (and which we abbreviate not
nicely as RPILTLP due to the lack of imagination during the invention),
– (Section 2) a problem statement for runtime verification of RPILTLP-formula
agaist a certain system instance and its finite execution trace,
– (Section 3) a decision algorithm for the stated problem.
Section 4 provides several exemplary OSPF-related properties expressed as
RPILTLP-formulae which show the usefulness of runtime verification for RPILTLP.

2

Logic

Syntax and semantics of RPILTLP is partially motivated by those of ILTL. For
those familiar with indexed temporal logics, before strict formal definitions we
describe distinctions between ILTL and proposed RPILTLP as follows. Start
with syntax of ILTL formulae [12] without next-time modality. Replace temporal modalities with their past-time and bounded past-time analogues. Replace
atomic propositional expressions pi of ILTL (atomic proposition p holds for a
system instance component identified by an index i) with atomic predicative expressions of the form pi (j1 , . . . , jk ): a predicate p holds for arguments j1 , . . . , jk
and a component identified by an index i. Extend quantification over subsets of
a finite set of indexes (∀i : e.ϕ, ∃i : e.ϕ, where e is an expression interpreted
as a set of indexes) with limited quantification over sets of indexes. Interpret
RPILTLP-formulae over a tuple consisting of timestamped log messages of system components, a current timestamp, and an additional information about the
system instance.
We start formal syntax of RPILTLP-formulae with
–
–
–
–

a finite set AP of atomic propositions,
an arity function ar : AP → {0, 1, 2, . . . },
a finite set T of types, and
disjoint sets Vi and Vt of index variables and type variables respectively.

Syntax of RPILTLP-formulae is defined by the following grammar:
ϕ ::= px (y1 , . . . , ym ) | ϕ bop ϕ | uop ϕ | ∃y : e.ϕ | ∀y : e.ϕ ,
where
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–
–
–
–

ϕ is an RPILTLP-formula,
p ∈ AP , and ar(p) = m,
x ∈ Vi , and y, y1 , . . . , ym ∈ Vi ∪ Vt ,
bop is either a binary boolean operator (a conjunction ∧, a disjunction ∨,
or an implication →), or a binary temporal modality (the list of temporal
modalities is given below),
– uop is either a negation ¬, or a unary temporal modality (the list of modalities is given below),
– e is a (possibly empty) list of expressions of the following form, with t ∈
T ∪ Vt , z ∈ Vi :
• y ∈ t, y = z, or y 6= z, if y ∈ Vi ;
• z ∈ y, y = t, or y 6= t, if y ∈ Vt .

Temporal modalities and semantics of RPILTLP-formulae are based on real
time. To represent it, we use the term timestamp to denote a nonnegative real
numer. The set of all nonnegative real numbers is denoted by R≥0 , and positive
ones — by R>0 . We use the following modalities of past (formal semantics is
given further; k ∈ R>0 ):
– a unary modality  for “eventually in past”,
– unary modalities <k , ≤k , =k for “eventually in past in less than k time
units from now”, “. . . not more than k time units from now” and “. . . exactly
k time units from now”,
– a unary modality  for “always in past”,
– unary modalities <k , =k , ≤k with the same additional meaning for < k,
= k, ≤ k as for <k , ≤k , and =k .
– a binary modality S: ϕSψ means “ϕ since ψ”: ψ holds eventually in past,
and since that moment up to a current moment ϕ holds.
– binary modalities S<k , S≤k , S=k with the same replacement of “eventually”
with “eventually in certain time” as for <k , ≤k , k .
A (system) interpretation (Ind, T , V al, L) of an RPILTLP-formula consists
of the following components:
– a finite set Ind of indexes, Ind ∩ T = ∅;
– a type mapping T : T → 2Ind which maps each type into a set of indexes;
– a variable mapping V al : (Vi → Ind) ∪ (Vt → T ) which maps every index
variable into an index, and every type variable into a type;
– a log description L : Ind → (R≥0 → 2Events ) (the set of events Events is
defined below) such that for each index i the number of timestamps tm for
which L(i)(tm) 6= ∅ is finite.
We write L(i, tm) along with L(i)(tm) for simplicity. A relation ev ∈ L(i, tm0 )
means that the event ev occured on i-th system component at a time tm.
An event is an expression of the form p(d1 , . . . , dar(p) ), where p ∈ AP and
d1 , . . . , dar(p) ∈ Ind ∪ T . Note that by definition for each index i the number of
timestamps for which any event occur in a log description is finite, which means
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that the description is actually a finite collection of finite traces of all system
components.
To shorten the definition of formal semantics given below, we use the following auxiliary definitions. An interpretation (Ind, T , V al1 , L) is a y-variant of an
interpretation (Ind, T , V al2 , L) for y ∈ Vi ∪ Vt , if for each variable z such that
z ∈ Vi ∪ Vt and z 6= y, V al1 (z) = V al2 (z). Terminal values of an index variable
x, a type t, and a type variable y in an interpretation I = (Ind, T , V al, L) are
the index I(x) = V al(x), the set of indexes I(t) = T (t), and the set of indexes
I(y) = T (V al(y)), respectively. An interpretation I satisfies expressions x ∈ y,
x = y, x 6= y, if I(x) ∈ I(y), I(x) = I(y), and I(x) 6= I(y) respectively, where
the latter three relations are interpreted in natural way.
The satisfiability relation I, tm |= ϕ for an interpretation I, a timestamp tm,
and an RPILTLP-formula ϕ is defined inductively as follows:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

I, tm |= pi (x1 , . . . , xar(p) ) iff p(V al(x1 ), . . . , V al(xar(p) )) ∈ L(i, tm);
I, tm |= ¬ϕ iff I, tm 6|= ϕ;
I, tm |= ϕ ∧ ψ iff I, tm |= ϕ and I, tm |= ψ;
I, tm |= ϕ ∨ ψ iff I, tm |= ϕ or I, tm |= ψ;
I, tm |= ϕ → ψ iff I, tm |= ¬ϕ ∨ ψ;
I, tm |= ϕ iff there exists a timestamp tm0 such that tm0 ≤ tm and I, tm0 |=
ϕ;
I, tm |= op k ϕ iff there exists a timestamp tm0 such that tm0 ≤ tm, tm −
tm0 op k, and I, tm0 |= ϕ;
I, tm |= ϕ iff for all timestamps tm0 such that tm0 ≤ tm, the relation
I, tm0 |= ϕ holds;
I, tm |= op k ϕ iff for all timestamps tm0 such that tm0 ≤ tm and tm −
tm0 op k, the relation I, tm0 |= ϕ holds;
I, tm |= ϕSψ iff there exists a timestamp tm0 such that tm0 ≤ tm and both
of the following hold:
• I, tm0 |= ψ;
• for all timestamps tm00 such that tm0 < tm00 ≤ tm holds I, tm00 |= ϕ;

– I, tm |= ϕSop k ψ iff there exists a timestamp tm0 such that tm0 ≤ tm,
tm − tm0 op k, and both of the following hold:
• I, tm0 |= ψ;
• for all timestamps tm00 such that tm0 < tm00 ≤ tm holds I, tm00 |= ϕ;
– I, tm |= ∃y : e.ϕ iff there exists an y-variant J of I such that J satisfies all
expressions in e, and J, tm |= ϕ;
– I, tm |= ∀y : e.ϕ iff for all y-variants J of I satisfying all expressions in e
holds J, tm |= ϕ.
We state a runtime verification problem for RPILTLP as follows: given an
interpretation I, a timestamp tm, and an RPILTLP-formula ϕ, check whether
the relation I, tm |= ϕ holds.
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7

Decision Procedure

This section provides a decision procedure for the runtime verification problem
in RPILTLP, i.e. an algorithm for checking a relation I, tm |= ϕ, where ϕ is an
RPILTLP-formula. To claim that this procedure is an “algorithm” (as stated
in Introduction), we assume any reasonable finite representation of all used real
numbers, which complies with usual “real” log data in which timestamps are
actualy not real-valued, but rationally-valued. Note that the procedure cannot be
derived from results on similar logics mentioned in Introduction: mentioned realtime logics and ILTL are undecidable; mentioned results on runtime verification
(and ILTL) lack real time.
For clarity we assume that I = (Ind, T , V al, L).
The following statements obviously hold for any interpretation J, any timestamp tm0 , and any formulae ψ, χ:
– J, tm0 |= ψ ∧ χ iff J, tm0 |= ¬(¬ψ ∨ ¬χ);
– J, tm0 |= ψ → χ iff J, tm0 |= ¬ψ ∨ χ;
– J, tm0 |= ψ iff J, tm0 |= true Sψ, where true is a tautology (e.g. a formula
of the form χ ∨ ¬χ);
– J, tm0 |= op k ψ iff J, tm0 |= true Sop k ψ;
– J, tm0 |= ψ iff J, tm0 |= ¬  ¬ψ;
– J, tm0 |= op k ψ iff J, tm0 |= ¬ op k ¬ψ;
0
– J, tm0 |= ψSχ iff J, tm0 |= ψS≤tm χ;
0
≤k
0
<k
– J, tm |= ψS χ iff J, tm |= ψS χ or J, tm |= ψS=k χ;
– J, tm0 |= ∀y : e.ψ iff J, tm0 |= ¬∃y : e.¬ψ.
Based on these statements, operations ∧, →, modalities , op k , , op k , S,
S≤k , and universal quantifiers can be easily eliminated from ϕ. Thus, without
loss of generality, the following case is considered: ϕ contains atomic expressions
px (y1 , . . . , ym ), operations ∨, modalities S<k , S=k , existential quantifiers, and
nothing else.
To check the relation I, tm |= ϕ, we solve a more general problem: to
construct a set T S(I, tm, ϕ) of all timestamps tm0 such that tm0 ≤ tm, and
I, tm0 |= ϕ. Then I, tm |= ϕ iff tm ∈ T S(I, tm, ϕ).
To handle sets of the form T S(J, tm0 , ψ) algorithmically, we represent them
as finite unions of disjoint intervals. An interval (of timestamps) is an expression
of the form hl, hi, where
– l and h are timestamps (a lower bound and an upper bound respectively),
l ≤ h;
– h is either ( (the lower bound is open), or [ (the lower bound is closed);
– i is either ) (the higher bound is open), or ] (the higher bound is closed);
– if any of the bounds is open, then l < h.
The set hl, hi represented by an interval hl, hi is defined as follows: (x, y) =
{z | x < z < y}, [x, y) = {z | x ≤ z < y}, (x, y] = {z | x < z ≤ y},
[x, y] = {z | x ≤ z ≤ y}. An interval description (of a set) is a finite sequence
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of intervals hl1 , h1 i, . . . , hlk , hk i, such that hi ≤ li+1 for i ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1}, and if
any of the bounds is closed, then hi < li+1 . The set I represented by an interval
description I is the union of the sets represented by its intervals.
Thus, the main goal of the algorithm is to construct an interval description
ID(I, tm, ϕ) such that ID(I, tm, ϕ) = T S(I, tm, ϕ). The algoritm constructs
ID(I, tm, ϕ) inductively: ID(I, tm, pi (x1 , . . . , xk )) is constructed explicitly (base
case below); an interval description of a complex formula is constructed with
an operation on interval descriptions of its subformulae (constructed on earlier
steps, in some cases for different interpretations).
Hereafter we use set-theoretical operations applied to interval descriptions
instead of sets: for any interval descriptions ID1 , ID2 , and an operation op ∈
{∪, ∩, \}, ID1 op ID2 is an interval description ID such that ID = ID1 op ID2 .
Strict definitions of these operations are given in Appendix. We admit that there
may be classical results in which all these operations on disjoint sets of intervals
are already described, but we did not look thoroughly (as it is an auxiliary
technical construct), found no results for the considered case (mixed open and
closed bounds), and decided to describe all needed operations from scratch.
Hereafter T Sη , IDη , where η is a formula, denote a set T S(I, tm, η), and an
interval description T S(I, tm, η), respectively.
Base case: ϕ = pi (x1 , . . . , xar(p) ), p ∈ AP . By the definition of a log description, the set T Sϕ is finite. Let T Sϕ = {tm1 , . . . , tmk }, where tm1 < · · · < tmk .
Then IDϕ = ([tm1 , tm1 ], . . . , [tmk , tmk ]).
Case 1: ϕ = ¬ψ. Obviously, IDϕ = ([0, tm]) \ IDψ .
Case 2: ϕ = ψ ∨ χ. Obviously, IDϕ = IDψ ∪ IDχ .
Case 3: ϕ = ψS<k χ. A bit informally, the semantics of S <k states that T Sϕ
˜ of T Sχ :
is a union of the following intervals exttm
˜ , one for each timestamp tm
˜ tm
˜ + k) ⊆ T Sψ , then exttm
˜ tm
˜ + k);
– if (tm,
˜ = [tm,
˜ tm0 i, such that
– otherwise, exttm
is
the
maximal
interval
of
the form [tm,
˜
˜ ≤ tm0 < tm
˜ + k, and (tm,
˜ tm0 i ⊆ T Sψ .
i ∈ {), ]}, tm
˜ < h, then
If there exists an interval hl, hi of IDψ such that l ≤ tm
˜ tm
˜ + k), if h ≥ tm
˜ + k;
– exttm
˜ = [tm,
˜
– exttm
˜ = [tm, hi, if h < ṁ + k.
˜ tm].
˜
Otherwise, exttm
˜ = [tm,
S
exttm
It is sufficient to show how to construct an interval extI =
˜ for each
˜
tm∈I

interval I = hu, vi of IDχ ; then IDϕ is a (finite) union of all these intervals.
Let I = hu, vi, and extv = [v, Hi. If the upper bound of I is closed, then
extI = hv, Hi with the same openness of the upper bound as in extv . Otherwise,
the upper bound of I is open, and two subcases are possible:
1. There exists an interval I 0 = hp, qi of IDψ , such that p < v < q. Then for
each timestamp tm00 , such that v < tm00 < v + k and tm00 < q (if the bound
q is open), or tm00 ≤ q (if the bound q is closed), there exists a timestamp
˜ such that p < tm
˜ < v and (tm,
˜ tm00 ) ⊆ I 0 . It means that extI = [v, Hi
tm
with the same openness of the upper bound as in extv .
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˜ of the
2. v ∈
/ (p, q) for any interval hp, qi of IDψ . Then for any timestamp tm
set I it holds that exttm
⊆
I.
It
means
that
ext
=
I.
˜
I
Case 4: ϕ = ψS=k χ. In this case, T Sϕ is the set of timestamps tm0 , tm0 ≤ tm,
such that (tm0 − k) ∈ T Sχ , and for all timestamps tm00 , tm0 − k < tm00 ≤
tm0 , it holds that tm00 ∈ T Sψ . Let IDψ = (hl1 , h1 i, . . . , hln , hn i), and IDχ =
(hu1 , v1 i, . . . , hum , vm i). To obtain IDϕ from IDψ , it is sufficient to:
– raise all lower bounds of intervals of IDψ by k (exclude intervals if they
become empty),
– make all of the lower bounds closed, and
– intersect the resulting interval description with intervals of IDχ raised by k:
(hu1 + k, v1 + ki, . . . , hum + k, vm + ki).
Case 5: ϕ = ∃y : e.ψ. In this case, T Sϕ is a union of sets T S(J, tm, ψ) for all
y-variants J of I satisfying all expressions in e. As the set of indexes is finite,
the number of the sets T S(J, tm, ψ) is finite. It means that IDϕ is a finite union
of interval descriptions ID(J, tm, ψ) (previously constructed by induction).
Though the main result of this section cannot be stated as “the runtime verification problem for RPILTLP is decidable” due to nonalgorithmical nature of
real numbers, the procedure description together with a correctness explanation
(given along with the description) allows to state a bit weaker but still useful
result, if a description of the relation I, tm |= ϕ uses rational numbers (not
arbitrary real numbers) in any reasonable representation.
Theorem 1. The runtime verification problem for RPILTLP is decidable, if all
numbers used in the problem statement I, tm |= ϕ are rational.

4

Examples of Properties

To provide an example for usage of RPILTLP, it is sufficient to describe certain
atomic propositions with arities, fix some number of types, describe an exemplary
interpretation, and explain the meaning of all described components. Recall a
simplified version of OSPF protocol in Introduction. The following exemplary
messages (events) indicating high-level stages of a simplified OSPF protocol (and
not only they) may be sent by routers:
– HelloSent(a) — indicates that the router has sent a multicast HELLO message inside the area a;
– HelloReceived(a, i) — indicates that the router has received a HELLO message inside the area a from the router indexed by i;
– DRElected(a, i) — indicates that the router has elected its neighbour indexed by i to be the designated router in the area a;
– ExchangeStarted(i) — indicates that the router exchanges information about
a network topology with a router indexed by i.
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Other events may be considered, but these exemplary event types are suffient
to formulate useful properties of a timestamped protocol log. Exemplary atomic
propositions and their arity is deduced from the messages in an obvious way.
Consider the following netowrk structure: the network consists of three routers
divided into two areas; the first router belongs to the first area; the second router
belongs to the second area; the third router is a border router which belongs to
both areas. Then we may define three types: N as the whole network, and A1,
A2 as the two areas — and a suitable interpretation may consist of:
– the set of indexes is {1, 2, 3} to denote the first, the second, and the third
routers;
– the mapping of the first type to {1, 2, 3}, of the second type — to {1, 3}, and
of the third type — to {2, 3}.
Meaningful RPILTLP-formulae to be checked for a considered interpretation
are, for example,
– a designated router shoud be elected in less than three seconds since the first
HELLO message:
∀i : .∀a : .((=3 (HelloSenti (a) ∨ ∃j : .HelloReceivedi (a, j)))
→ ∃j : j ∈ a.DRElectedi (a, j)) ;
– a router should exchange topology information with a designated router only:
∀i : .∀j : .(ExchangeStarti (j) →
∃a : .((¬∃k : k 6= j.DRElectedi (a, k))SDRElectedi (a, j)) ;
– if a HELLO message is delivered, it happens within 3 seconds:
∀i : .∀a : .∀j : .(HelloReceivedi (a, j) → ≤3 HelloSentj (a)) .

5

Conclusion

We proposed a real-time predicative indexed linear temporal logic of past and
bounded past (RPILTLP), which may seem to be rather heavy formalism with
lots of syntactical and semantical details comparing to more “classical” wellknown temporal logics, but in return is suitable for runtime verification of finite collections of parametrized messages equipped with real-valued timestamps,
which seem to be a rather natual representation of logging information from real
running applications. Due to novelty of the logic itself, all implementation and
experimental research based on “more-or-less real logs” should be considered
as a future work, though we note that the proposed formalism was inspired by
real collections of complex logging data generated by communication protocol
implementations.
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Appendix
Consider interval descriptions
ID1 = (hl1 , h1 i, . . . , hln , hn i), ID2 = (hu1 , v1 i, . . . , hum , vm i) ,
and an interval I = hl, hi. This small section shows how to construct interval
descriptions ID1 ∪ I, ID1 ∪ ID2 , ID1 ∩ I, ID1 ∩ ID2 , ID1 \ I, and ID1 \ ID2 ,
such that ID1 ∪ I = ID1 ∪ I, ID1 ∪ ID2 = ID1 ∪ ID2 , ID1 ∩ I = ID1 ∩ I,
ID1 ∩ ID2 = ID1 ∩ ID2 , ID1 \ I = ID1 \ I, and ID1 \ ID2 = ID1 \ ID2 .
– ID1 ∪ I (obtained from ID1 ). Add I in ID1 syntactically according to the
order of lower bounds. Do the following while possible: take two neighbouring
6 ∅, and replace them with
intervals hl0 , h0 i, hl00 , h00 i such that hl0 , h0 i∩hl00 , h00 i =
• hl0 , h0 i with unchanged type of bound h0 , if h0 > h00 ;
• hl0 , h00 i with unchanged type of bound h00 , if h00 > h0 ;
• hl0 , h0 i, if h0 = h00 , and make the bound h0 weakest between initial bounds
h0 , h00 (closed bound is weaker than open bound).
Type of bound l0 remains unchanged in any case.
– ID1 ∪ ID2 = (((ID1 ∪ hu1 , v1 i) ∪ . . . ) ∪ hum , vm i)).
– ID1 ∩ I (obtained from ID1 ). If hli , hi i ∩ hl, hi = ∅, then delete hli , hi i from
ID1 . Otherwise hli , hi i∩hl, hi can be represented as an interval in an obvious
way — replace hli , hi i with this intersected interval.
– ID1 ∩ ID2 = (ID1 ∩ hu1 , v1 i) ∪ · · · ∪ (ID1 ∩ hum , vm i).
– ID1 \ I (obtained from ID1 ). If hli , hi i ∩ I = ∅, leave hli , h1 i as is. Otherwise
hli , hi i \ I can be represented as either one interval, or two intervals in an
obvious way; replace hli , hi i with these intervals.
– ID1 \ ID2 = ((ID1 \ hu1 , v1 i) \ . . . ) \ hum , vm i.
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